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About This Game

You awake in an unknown room.
How did you get here? But, most importantly,

how to get out of this place? Delve into the darkness to
find the light in this short horror experience.

Play as nine-year-old girl, trace back the origins that led
to this bloody turn of events.
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Title: Nine
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Baiacu Games
Publisher:
Baiacu Games
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: intel Core 2 duo 2.3 GHZ ou AMD Atlhon 64 X2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GT 430 ou HD 4750

Storage: 750 MB available space
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Where's the boooooobbbbssss???. Cant wait for Next Disagea Series~ ^^. Hack 'n' Slash is a 2D puzzle game set in a beatiful
RPG world that revolves around programming concepts and logic, while using the serious hacker mindset against unjust
authority, as a sublte undertone.

The story follows a player named protagonist and their BFF sprite, while the two combat the evil Wizard in his quest to corrupt
the world around them. The fun starts when the player finds a sword equipped with a USB male end that lets them hack the
world around them, changing values and solving puzzles. The Wizard has the same abilities as you do, giving off the character
traits of the dreaded Black Hat hacker. One of the more memorable characters is your mentor, whom I won't say too much
about. But I really liked that character, as he served this kind of master programmer\/wise master.

This game is perfect for those who love the programmer\/hacker atmosphere. The characters are memorable and the weapons
and items provide for limitless fun and possibility. The games puzzles are smart, and really diverge from the norm. I dare say
they are fun even.

The game includes easter eggs hinting towards the legendary hackers of old such as Captain Crunch, really throwing a bone to
the veterans of the hacking scene.

In conclusion, I give this game a 7\/10. I do wish it put more emphasis on the story, rather than it taking backseat soley to have a
fantasy RPG environment.
. This VN is good, at least it worth 3$. Especially that art style <3 This have some potential, I can wait for another one, but
expecting better though.. FUN, FUN and more FUN
It may not look so great but when it comes to ball physics and shot selection, player movement (quick response and easy court
coverage), and rhythm this game delivers.
Taking the time to complete tutorials will help a lot before getting into a match, as well as turning on auto positioning to begin
with. I've spent several hours just playing basic shots -- to get a feel for the game -- both serving and ground strokes, mostly top
spin, as hitting flat shots at the wrong time will end up in the net. Once i got the hang of it, it was hard to stop playing as i just
wanted to keep on improving.

for the price compared to other big name tennis games this is a bargin and a must buy
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This game is not worth the price. If you value you your money wait for a sale. It can be played in 3 hours. I enjoyed the story,
but everything else just felt sub par. The soundtrack loops over after what seems like every 30 seconds, some of the sounds
seem low quality, the voice acting seems off. I had a few glitches here and there. I would not recommend this game at $16.
There are better games for less.. I bought this even though I don't necessarily have people to play it with yet. Why? Because I
feel like we need to support this sort of thing and $5 is pretty cheap considering the phsyical copies of these games run around
$45 for the cheaper ones, of which this is one. People complain about everyone needing to buy the DLC to play it, but that just
makes sense. Even if 8 of your friends bought it you still haven't reached the price of the physical edition. It lets you share in the
cost of the game, be able to play it more conveniently online with people who can't come over to your house for game night, and
there's no clean up.

But seriously, we should support these efforts to supply paid DLC. Companies are finally doing something we always ask them
to do... learning to work within the system instead of trying to shut it down. They are allowing their games to be sold through
Tabletop Simulator instead of suing them to censor it. I think we'd all rather see that happen than not.

Edit: So I just played a couple hours of it and the implementation is done really well AND it comes with two expansion decks
which clock in at $15 a piece for the physical decks. So that's $75 worth of game for $5. 15 people would have to buy it to make
up for that price. And again, I think it's even better than the physical just for the convenience. If your friends don't want to shell
out $5 then gift it to them. It's still cheaper than it would be if you had to buy it off Amazon.. i do not like this game when i
bought it i thought it was gonna be like jurrasic world saldy i cant refund but it to hard really confusing and it glitches so much it
wont even run properly and yes i checked my computer should run it so i dont reccomend this game. I don't know wtf is going
on in this game or how much relevence the music is. Looks pretty though.. This is a long (over 15 hours) VN with the main
character being a painfully shy young lady who is also so good at deduction that you'd swear she's Sherlock Holmes. She also has
serious family issues that come to light as the story unfolds. The story drags at times and some of the "mysteries" are pretty
mundane, but I was glad I read it when I was done.

This is part one of a series, so the "ending" here is not the ending for the full story. I will admit I was disappointed when my
favorite character left the story, but that's what I get for having a favorite.. fun little game, for $3 you really can't complain!.
games fun af with friends. Good fun. A lot of puzzles.. great visuals and controls scheme but v early access A great start, better
than battledome because it allows teleporting and analog movement!!. A super fun arcade-like twin-stick meets dungeon
crawler. Hits all the right spots including plenty of homage to Gauntlet. If you like either of these genres this comes highly
reccommended.
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